We're proud of our "reviews."

"Your company's dedication and technical expertise has enabled us to meet a critical production schedule that might otherwise have not been accomplished. Simply stated, you succeeded where other component suppliers had failed."

- V. Price, Boeing, Aerospace

"After thoroughly testing the product of the three major suppliers of reflectors, we chose Epner Gold hands down. The experience of the last three years with Epner Technology reflectors installed in all of our AMU (angular momentum unit) reactors tells me we made the right choice."

- Richard, Advanced Motion Concepts

"The performance of the Epner sample was outstanding, providing a Q of approximately 3,500 as opposed to the best previous rating of 2,300 (typical production ratings are around 1,800)."

When should you call?

When your project involves reaching the design stage... Only Epner can use the full range of its expertise to ensure that your final product will deliver as promised and meet the demanding experience the demanding world of high technology requires.

"If you choose to have Epner quality reflected in your work, we'll call you back."

Offer your high standards a mirror that reflects your excellence. Our promise: no promises. Just straight answers.

Call us at 718-762-0880.

Company facts:

- Founded in 1912
- Exhibits first X-ray tube at Steeplechase Park, Coney Island.
- RAET compliance.
- Smallbusiness certified.
- Member: SME, APTEC, ARCC, NAMP, IBA, SME, WPE.

Epner Technology Incorporated
Brooklyn, New York 11222
718-762-0880
Fax: 718-762-0881

"We believe that playing can be done right the first time... with no compromise with an emphasis on a product which is dependable."

And it happens competitively. 

Epner Technology Incorporated
High-tech plating specialists